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Abstract—This paper presents a novel high-capacity audio watermarking system to embed data and extract them in a bit-exact
manner by changing some of the magnitudes of the FFT spectrum.
The key idea is to divide the FFT spectrum into short frames and
change the magnitude of the selected FFT samples using Fibonacci
numbers. Taking advantage of Fibonacci numbers, it is possible
to change the frequency samples adaptively. In fact, the suggested
technique guarantees and proves, mathematically, that the maximum change is less than 61% of the related FFT sample and the
average error for each sample is 25%. Using the closest Fibonacci
number to FFT magnitudes results in a robust and transparent
technique. On top of very remarkable capacity, transparency and
robustness, this scheme provides two parameters which facilitate
the regulation of these properties. The experimental results show
that the method has a high capacity (700 bps to 3 kbps), without
signiﬁcant perceptual distortion (ODG is about 1) and provides
robustness against common audio signal processing such as echo,
added noise, ﬁltering, and MPEG compression (MP3). In addition to the experimental results, the ﬁdelity of suggested system is
proved mathematically.
Index Terms—Audio watermarking, Fibonacci numbers, golden
ratio, multimedia security.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N THE current information age, with the rapid development
of various communication techniques, transferring digital
multimedia content becomes more and more usual. However,
the illegal copy and distribution of digital multimedia content
has also become easier, and a large number of authors’ and publishers’ intellectual property copyrights have suffered from violation, which have led to huge damage of their beneﬁts in many
applications. Thus, people pay more attention to copyright management and protection nowadays. Embedding secret information, known as watermarks, into multimedia content is considered as a potential solution to copyright infringement [1].
Digital watermarking is a process by which a watermark is
hidden or embedded into a media (cover data), for example
digital content such as electronic documents, images, audio
and video. These embedded data can later be detected or
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extracted from the marked signal for various applications.
There are several applications of audio watermarking including
copyright protection, copy protection, content authentication,
ﬁngerprinting and broadcast monitoring.
An audio watermarking system may have different properties
but must satisfy the following basic requirements:
1. Imperceptibility: The quality of the audio should be retained after adding the watermark. Imperceptibility can be
evaluated using both objective and subjective measures.
2. Security: Watermarked signals should not reveal any clues
about the watermarks in them. Also, the security of the
watermarking procedure must depend on secret keys, but
not on the secrecy of the watermarking algorithm.
3. Robustness: The ability to extract a watermark from a watermarked audio signal after various signal processing or
malicious attacks.
4. Payload: The amount of data that can be embedded into the
host audio signal without losing imperceptibility. For audio
signals, data payload refers to the number of watermark
data bits that may be reliably embedded within a host signal
per unit of time, usually measured in bits per second (bps).
Considering the embedding domain, audio watermarking
techniques can be classiﬁed into time-domain and frequency-domain methods. In frequency-domain watermarking
[2]–[15], after applying one of the usual transforms such as
the Discrete/Fast Fourier Transform (DFT/FFT) [5]–[7], [11],
[12], the Modiﬁed Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT) or the
Wavelet Transform (WT) from the signal [8], [10], [13], [14],
[15], the hidden bits are embedded into the resulting transform
coefﬁcients.
In frequency-domain methods, the Fourier transform (FT)
is very popular. Among different Fourier transform, the Fast
Fourier transform (FFT) is often used due to its reduced
computational burden and it has been the chosen transform
for the proposed scheme. This transform is also used by different authors, such as in [16], which proposes a multi-bit
spread-spectrum audio watermarking scheme based on a geometric invariant log coordinate mapping (LCM) feature. The
watermark is embedded in the LCM feature, but it is actually
embedded in the Fourier coefﬁcients which are mapped to the
feature via LCM. Consequently, the embedding is actually
performed in the FT domain. In Ref. [5], [7], [11], [12], which
were proposed by the authors of this paper, the FFT domain
is also selected to embed watermarks to take advantage of the
translation-invariant property of the FFT coefﬁcients to resist
small distortions in the time domain. In fact, using methods
based on transforms provides better perceptual quality and
robustness against common attacks at the price of increasing
the computational complexity with respect to time-domain
approaches. Ref. [27] presents a time-spread echo-based
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audio watermarking scheme with optimized imperceptibility
and robustness. Speciﬁcally, convex optimization-based ﬁnite-impulse-response (FIR) ﬁlter design is used to obtain the
optimal echo ﬁlter coefﬁcients. The desired power spectrum
of the echo ﬁlter is designed by the maximum power spectral
margin (MPSM) and the absolute threshold of hearing (ATH)
of the human auditory system (HAS) to ensure the optimal
imperceptibility.
In the algorithm suggested in this paper, we select a part of
the frequency of FFT spectrum for embedding the secret bits.
The selected frequency band is divided into short frames and a
single secret bit is embedded into each frame. The largest Fibonacci number that is lower than each single FFT magnitude
in each frame must be computed and, depending on the corresponding secret bit to be embedded, all samples in each frame
are changed. If the secret bit is “0”, all FFT samples in a frame
should be changed to the closest Fibonacci number with even
index. If the secret bit is “1”, all FFT samples in a frame should
be changed to closest Fibonacci number with odd index.
As mentioned above, the FFT is used to design a scheme in
many watermarking systems. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the ﬁrst audio watermarking method based on Fibonacci numbers. Using Fibonacci numbers for embedding the secret bits
increases transparency and robustness against attacks, whereas
embedding a secret bit into a single FFT sample is usually very
fragile. Almost all watermarking methods rely on experimental
results to prove the ﬁdelity of watermarking system. However,
in this article, in addition to the experimental results, the ﬁdelity
of suggested system is proved mathematically.
The experimental results show that this method achieves
a high capacity (about 0.7 to 3 kbps), provides robustness
against common signal processing attacks (even for strong
disturbances) and entails very low perceptual distortion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
Fibonacci numbers are presented. Section III presents the
proposed scheme. Section IV provides discussion about the
ﬁdelity. In Section V, the experimental results are shown.
Finally, Section VI summarizes the most relevant conclusions
of this research.

Fibonacci numbers have very interesting features. One of the
most famous ones, which we use in this article, is the ratio between two consecutive Fibonacci numbers [25].
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
As is positive, then
.
In fact, is the Golden Ratio which is an irrational number
with several curious properties. The Golden Ratio is an irrational number, but not a transcendental one (like ), since it is
the solution of a polynomial equation. The Golden Ratio likely
obtained its name from the Golden Rectangle, a rectangle whose
sides are in the proportion of the Golden Ratio. The philosophy
of the Golden Rectangle is an aesthetic one: the ratio is an aesthetically pleasing one and it can be found spontaneously or deliberately turning up in a great deal of art. Therefore, for instance, the front of the Parthenon can be comfortably framed
with a Golden Rectangle. How beautiful the Golden Rectangle
is, how often it really does turn up in art, and whether it does
really frame the front of the Parthenon, may be largely a matter
of interpretation and preference. Each Fibonacci number can be
represented by the Golden Ratio [25]. Equation (8) shows how
each Fibonacci number is generated by the Golden Ratio.
(8)
where

is the negative solution of Equation (7).
III. PROPOSED SCHEME

II. FIBONACCI NUMBERS AND GOLDEN RATIO
The numbers 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, …, known as
the Fibonacci numbers, have been named by the nineteenth-century French mathematician Edouard Lucas after Leonard Fibonacci of Pisa, one of the best mathematicians of the Middle
Ages, who referred to them in his book Liber Abaci (1202) in
connection with his rabbit problem. The Fibonacci sequence has
fascinated both amateurs and professional mathematicians for
centuries due to their abundant applications and their ubiquitous
habit of occurring in totally surprising and unrelated places [17].
In this paper we apply Fibonacci numbers for the ﬁrst time for
audio watermarking.
The equation to produce the sequence of Fibonacci numbers
is given below:
(1)

Extensive work has been performed over the years in understanding the characteristics of the human auditory system
(HAS) and applying this knowledge to audio compression and
audio watermarking.
Fig. 1 illustrates the range of frequencies and intensities of
sound to which the human auditory system responds. The absolute threshold, the minimum level of sound that is detectable
by human ear, is strongly dependent on frequency. At the level
of pain, sound levels are about six orders of magnitude above
the minimal audible threshold. The sound pressure level (SPL)
is measured in decibels (dB). Decibels constitute a logarithmic
scale, such that each 6 dB increase represents a doubling of
intensity. The perceived loudness of a sound is related to its
intensity.
Generally, we hear sounds as low as 20 Hz and as high as
20,000 Hz. Hearing is best at about 3-4 kHz and sensitivity decreases at higher and lower frequencies, but more so at higher
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Fig. 1. Typical absolute threshold curve of the human auditory response.

than lower frequencies. Thus, it is clear that, by embedding
data in the high frequency band, which is used in the proposed
scheme, the distortion will be mostly inaudible and thus more
transparency will be obtained [11].
In the suggested watermarking scheme, we use the following
algorithm to embed a watermark logo (secret bit stream) into the
FFT coefﬁcients. First of all, the parameters should be adjusted
based on the desired capacity, transparency and robustness. The
frequency band and frame size are two parameters that set the
properties of the proposed watermarking method. The selected
frequency band is divided into short frames then each single
secret bit of the watermark stream is embedded into all samples
of a frame, which makes the method more robust against attacks.
A. Tuning
The suggested system provides two parameters to adjust three
properties of the watermarking system. The frequency band, and
the frame size (d) are the two parameters of this method to adjust
capacity, perceptual distortion and robustness. In this scheme,
we have general tuning rules which can help us to reach the
requirements or to get close to them very fast. The frame size
has more effect on robustness, whereas the frequency band has
more effect on transparency and capacity. In other words, by
increasing the frame size better robustness is achieved. Furthermore, increasing the frequency band leads to better capacity and
more distortion.
Note that these parameters allow regulating the ODG between 0 (not perceptible) and
(not annoying), with about 650
to 3000 bits per second (bps) of capacity and allowing robustness against MP3-128, which are extremely better than typical
requirements.
As most MP3 cut-off frequencies are higher than 16 kHz, the
high frequency band, , is set to 16 kHz or lower. Then, to select the frequency band, basically the low frequency band, ,
should be adjusted. The default value for low frequency band is
12 kHz. Decreasing implies increasing capacity and distortion. Increasing the frame size, , results in a better robustness,
but capacity decreases. The default value for the frame size is
.
Fig. 2 shows the ﬂowchart for the selection of the tuning
parameters. In the initialization,
is 12 kHz,
is 16 kHz
and is 5. This ﬂowchart facilitates adjusting the parameters

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the tuning process.

based on the requirements. However, adjusting the parameters
based on some demands is very difﬁcult and considering a
trade-off between capacity, transparency and robustness is
always necessary.
B. Embedding the Secret Bits
The frequency band and the frame size ( ) are the two required parameters in the embedding process which have to be
adjusted according to the requirements. In this section, for simplicity, we do not deal with the regulation of these parameters
and just consider them ﬁxed. The effects of these parameters are
analyzed in the experimental results part.
For embedding the watermark stream, ﬁrst the FFT is applied
to the audio signal and then, the FFT samples are modiﬁed based
on Fibonacci numbers and the secret bits. Finally the inverse
FFT is applied to generate the marked audio signal. The embedding steps are detailed below.
1. Apply FFT to compute the FFT coefﬁcients of the audio
signal. We can use the whole ﬁle (for short clips, e.g. with
less than one minute) or blocks of a given length (e.g.
10 seconds) for longer ﬁles.
2. Divide the FFT samples in the selected frequency band into
frames of size .
3. For all the FFT samples in the current frame, ﬁnd the
largest Fibonacci number
, the th Fibonacci
number for th FFT sample, which is lower than the magnitude of the FFT sample
. It is worth to mention that
we use the following Fibonacci set:

In the original Fibonacci set there are two ones, one of
which is removed in our algorithm.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the embedding algorithm.

4. The marked FFT samples
tion (9).

are obtained by using Equa-

(9)

Where
,
is the -th bit of the secret
stream and
denotes the largest integer value lower than
or equal to . Each secret bit is embedded into a suitable
frame, in other words, each frame represents a single secret
bit.
5. Finally, use the inverse FFT to obtain the marked audio
signal.
By enlarging the frequency band, the capacity and distortion
increase and robustness decreases. Also, increasing the frame
size, strengths the robustness against attacks and reduces the
capacity. In addition, the use FFT magnitudes results in better
robustness against attacks compared to the use of the real or
the imaginary parts only. Fig. 3 provides the ﬂowchart of the
embedding algorithm.
C. Extracting the Secret Bits
The host audio signal is not required in the detection process,
and hence, the detector is blind. The detection parameters, the
frame size and the frequency band, can be transmitted in a secure
way to the detector or standard parameters can be used for all

audio signals. The detection process can be summarized in the
following steps:
1. Apply the FFT to compute the FFT coefﬁcients of the
marked audio signal.
2. Divide the FFT samples in the selected frequency band into
frames of size .
3. For each single FFT sample in current frame, ﬁnd the
closest Fibonacci number
, the th Fibonacci
number for th FFT sample, to the magnitude of the FFT
sample
. If the FFT sample has the same distance from
two Fibonacci numbers, we select the lower Fibonacci
number.
We use
as the Fibonacci
set.
4. To detect a secret bit in a frame, each sample should be
examined to check if it is a zero (“0” embedded) or a one
(“1” embedded). Then, depending on the evaluation for all
samples in the current frame, a secret bit can be extracted.
The watermark bit,
can be extracted by using the following equation:
(10)
is the bit extracted from each sample. After getWhere
ting information about all samples, based on the number
of samples which represent “0” or “1” (voting scheme)
a secret bit can be extracted for each single frame. If the
number of samples identiﬁed as “0” is equal to or larger
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than half the frame size, the extracted bit is “0”, otherwise
it is “1”. For example if the frame size is ﬁve and we detect
two “0” and three “1”, then the extracted secret bit of the
frame would be “1”.
D. Security
The tuning parameters provide a ﬁrst level of security in the
system. An attacker trying to erase, replace or extract the embedded watermark will not be able to perform these actions if
he or she does not know the embedding frequency range and/or
the frame size. However, even if an attacker knows or can guess
these secret values, the embedded watermark can be further protected with cryptography.
To increase security, a pseudo-random number generator
(PRNG) can be used to change the secret bit stream to another
stream which makes it more difﬁcult for an attacker to extract
the secret information. For example, the embedded bit stream
can be constructed as the XOR sum of the real watermark and
a pseudo-random bit stream. The seed of the PRNG would be
required as a secret key both at the sender and the detector.
There are many cryptography techniques [29] that can be used
to increase the security of the system. Based on the requirements of the watermarking system, a cryptographic method
should be chosen. For example, if we want to increase security,
AES encryption is a good choice in terms of complexity.
IV. DISCUSSION
The main idea of using Fibonacci numbers is keeping the
modiﬁcation error in an acceptable range. Here, we prove that
the maximum modiﬁcation error is 60% of the correlated FFT
sample in the typical case.
Imagine we want to convert the original value of a sample, ,
to the closest Fibonacci number.
(11)
and
, based
where is between two Fibonacci numbers,
on the distance to each it can be converted to closest one.
(12)
(13)
(14)
To ﬁnd the error ratio we need to ﬁnd the ratio between
Fibonacci numbers. Assume that is the ratio between two
Fibonacci numbers.
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Theorem 1: According to the result presented in Equation (16), the “typical maximum” distortion introduced in the
magnitude of a FFT sample using this embedding system is
between 0.38 and 0.61.
Proof:
1. If is converted to

(17)
2. if

is converted to
(18)

,
Hence, if we assume that the “typical” value is
the maximum error rate would be between 0.38 and 0.61. Thus
the average “typical” maximum error rate would be 0.50. This
completes the proof.
Note that this “typical maximum” distortion may be exceeded
for some small values of . However, for the vast majority of
cases, the maximum distortion would be below 50% of the original magnitude. FFT samples will typically have high values but
if they are less than 3,
would be equal to 2 or 1.5. Thus in
the worst case, which occurs rarely, the maximum error would
be between 0.66 and 1.
If the FFT samples have uniform distribution, in other words,
all values has equal probability the average error rate is 0.25. It
means average change for each FFT sample is 25%. This fact
has a remarkable effect as imperceptibility is taken into account.
The good point about Fibonacci numbers is that the distance
between 0 s and 1 s automatically adapts to the magnitude of the
FFT coefﬁcient to be modiﬁed. For example for a coefﬁcient
with magnitude 1.8, we would choose 1 or 2 to embed 1 or
0, respectively, but, with a magnitude of 6.3, we would choose
between 5 (to embed a 0) and 8 (to embed a 1). The distance is
adapted taking into account the magnitude of the coefﬁcient to
be changed. This is a good way to obtain a convenient trade-off
between transparency and robustness. This does not happen, for
example, in Quantization Index Modulation [26]. In that case,
the distance between zeroes and ones is uniform and equal to
the quantization step.
However, this is not the only method to obtain an “exponential-like spacing” of the marked coefﬁcients. Assume that, instead of Fibonacci numbers, we use another sequence deﬁned
as follows1:
(19)
where

(15)
As shown above, when is very large,
is equal to . Even
when
it is very close to Thus we can summarize the max
error as below;

(16)

(20)
We have the following options for :
1- If
, the generated sequence is formed by numbers
lower than one, which is not suitable for this system.
1We select integer numbers only for a fair comparison with the Fibonacci
sequence.
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SERIES

TABLE I
DIFFERENT

WITH

2- If
, the increase rate is too high and this is not
practical for the suggested method.
3- If
, the results are practical. Table I presents
these sequence when is 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, and 1.9. This table
shows that, when is 1.5 or 1.7, the sequence is close to
that Fibonacci numbers. As proved in the discussion part,
when
, the ratio between the Fibonacci numbers is
very close to (Golden ratio). In other words if
,
the generated sequence will be very almost identical to the
Fibonacci numbers.
We can observe that Fibonacci numbers are somehow in the
“center” of the valid sequences. The spacing between the values
of the marked coefﬁcients is not either too small or too large for
the Fibonacci sequence. Intuitively, this can have a convenient
effect as the trade-off between the watermarking properties (capacity, transparency and robustness) is concerned. However,
whether the Fibonacci sequence has some advantages to other
choices of sequences with a similar behavior (like the other ones
given in Table I) or not must be checked experimentally. Section IV-B is devoted to showing that the Fibonacci numbers are
a particularly good choice in terms of the trade-off between the
watermarking properties.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method
and to consider the applicability of the scheme in a real scenario,
the album Rust by No, Really [18] have been used. All audio
clips are sampled at 44.1 kHz with 16 bits per sample and two
channels. The experiments have been performed and presented
for each channel of the audio signals separately.
A. Transparency, Capacity and Robustness
We provide imperceptibility results both as SNR and ODG
means no degradation and
where
means a very annoying distortion. The SNR is provided only
for comparison with other works, but ODG is a more appropriate measurement of audio distortions, since it is assumed to
provide an accurate model of the subjective difference grade
(SDG) results which may be obtained by a group of human listeners. The SNR results are computed using the whole (original
and marked) ﬁles, whereas the ODG results are provided using
the advanced ITU-R BS.1387 standard [19] as implemented in
the Opera software [20] (the average of measurements taken in
frames of 1024 samples).
In addition to the ODG, we have also obtained subjective
quality measurements [30], [31]. Subjective listening tests are

necessary to perceptual quality assessment, since the ﬁnal judgment is made by human acoustic perception. For the subjective listening tests, ﬁve participants (three men and two women)
were selected with the original and the marked audio signals,
and were asked to report the dissimilarities between the two
signals, using a ﬁve-point subjective grade (SDG):
means excellent quality,
is good and
means
bad. The output of the subjective tests is often an average of
the quality ratings called Mean Opinion Score (MOS). The subjective experimental results (Table II) show that the perceived
quality of marked signal is good (greater than 3.5 in all cases).
According to these outputs, we can conﬁrm convenient imperceptibility of the watermark in the audio signals.
Table II shows the perceptual distortion, payload and BER
under the MP3 compression attack with different bit rates. Note
that different values for parameters are used to achieve a different trade-off between capacity, transparency and robustness,
as usual for all watermarking systems. For example, for “Go”, a
and a wide frequency band, the results show a
frame size
high capacity of 3075 bits per second (bps), and a bit error rate
(BER) equal to 0.11 after the MP3-128 attack is applied. If we
increase the frame size to 3, the BER decreases to 0.03. Also,
shifting the frequency band from 13–16 KHz to 12–15 KHz increases distortion and robustness.
In principle, there is not a direct relationship between the embedding bit rate (or the payload of the method) and the detection
rate (BER) after attacks, or the transparency. A discussion on the
effect of the tuning parameters is provided next to illustrate the
guidelines provided in Section III-A.
The embedding bit rate can be increased in two ways, namely,
choosing a wider frequency band for embedding, or decreasing
the frame size ( ). In the ﬁrst case, depending of the attack, it
is possible to increase the embedding bit rate without a significant change in the BER. However, some attacks are very sensitive with respect to the frequency range used for embedding.
In Table II, we can see that, for the ﬁle “Beginning of the End”,
changing the frequency band from 13–16 to 15–16 kHz reduces
the capacity and increases the BER for the MP3-80 attack. As
is concerned, a decrease in this parameter increases the embedding bit rate but decreases the robustness (BER). This can also
be observed in Table II.
As the trade-off between capacity and transparency is concerned, Table II also shows that enlarging the frequency band
decreases transparency. Regarding the frame size, usually an
increase in (which reduces the embedding bit rate) results in
lower transparency.
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TABLE II
5 MONO SIGNALS

OF

TABLE III
ROBUSTNESS TEST RESULTS FOR TWO SELECTED FILES

Table III illustrates the effect of several common attacks, provided by the Stirmark Benchmark for Audio (SMBA) v1.0 [21],
on ODG and BER for the two selected audio test ﬁles. The
tuning parameters were selected for each signal, here frequency
band is 14–16 KHz and the frame size is equal to one yielding
a capacity of 2050 bps. Then the embedding method was applied, the SMBA software was used to attack the marked ﬁles
and, ﬁnally, the detection method was applied for the attacked
ﬁles. The ODG in Table III is calculated between the marked
and the attacked-marked ﬁles. The parameters of the attacks are

deﬁned according to the description provided in the SMBA web
site [21]. For example, in AddBrumm, 1–4k shows the strength
and 1–5k shows the frequency. This row reports that any value
in the range 1–4k for the strength and 1–5k for the frequency can
be used without any signiﬁcant change in BER. It can be seen
that the proposed scheme produces excellent robustness against
all these attacks (BER close to zero) even if the attacks signiﬁ).
cantly distort the audio ﬁles (even for ODG lower than
In addition to common attacks form Stirmark Benchmark for
Audio (SMBA) v1.0 [21], we consider a well-known synchro-
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TABLE IV
TRANSPARENCY AND ROBUSTNESS FOR DIFFERENT SEQUENCES

nization technique in the time domain [28]. In [28], the 16-bit
Barker code “1111100110101110” is embedded by modifying
the average of a few consecutive samples. The advantage of
this synchronization marks is that the search can be performed
in the time domain, without computing any kind of transform.
The effect of embedding this synchronization marks on ODG
and BER is included in Table III. Apart from [28], a more recent synchronization technique in the time domain is presented
in [32].
The desynchronization attack affects the location of the
watermark, which causes the location of samples move forward or backward. The suggested system is fragile against
desynchronization attack unless synchronization marks are also
embedded. Once the synchronization technique of [28] (or [32])
is used, the suggested scheme is robust against desynchronization. The robustness against desynchronization can be further
increased by combining time-domain and frequency-domain
synchronization marks, as proposed in [33].
B. Trade-off Using Different Sequences
All series generated by Equation (19) can be used by the
suggested system but they provide different transparency and
robustness. Table IV illustrates transparency in terms of SNR
and ODG, and also robustness against MP3 compression. Increasing reduces the quality of marked ﬁle, since the numbers
for replacing the magnitudes FFT coefﬁcients of the audio
ﬁle become more spaced. For example, according to Table I,
, we
for numbers between 1 and 25, if we use
have 10 elements to represent the coefﬁcients. However, if we
, there are just ﬁve elements to represent the
use
same range. It is obvious that increasing reduces the audio
quality. On the other hand, increasing , increases robustness.
When is larger, the differences between the elements of the
sequence are larger and, thus, the noise and other modiﬁcations
do not damage the watermark. For example for the sequence
, if the extracted modiﬁed magnitude for a coefﬁcient is 7, we can not distinguish if the original value was 6 or
8 and thus, we can not always extract the correct watermark bit
, if
corresponding to this coefﬁcient. However, for
the extracted magnitude is 7, it is very likely that the original

value was 6. Even if it is 8, we can detect 6 and then extract
the correct watermark bit. Therefore increasing increases the
robustness.
The popular challenge of watermarking is considering a
trade-off based on the requirements. Obtaining ODG values in
or, in other words, [perceptible but not annoying, imperceptible] and the best BER against MP3 compression, leads us
to use Fibonacci numbers. In fact, Fibonacci numbers provide
the best trade-off for transparency and robustness as illustrated
in Table IV. The reason for this is that Fibonacci numbers are
in the center of the sequences generated with Equation (19) for
in (1, 2), producing a convenient trade-off in many different
situations. It may happen that, for some speciﬁc ﬁle, a better
trade-off is obtained with a different value of , but the central
position of the Fibonacci sequence, as shown in Table IV, leads
to a convenient trade-off in many situations.
C. Comparison
The suggested system in this article has been compared
with several recent audio watermarking schemes. Each watermarking system has different properties. Because of this, it is
hard to establish a fair comparison of the proposed scheme with
some audio watermarking schemes. Therefore, we have chosen
a few recent and relevant robust audio watermarking schemes
in the literature. Table V provides a comparison between the
proposed watermarking algorithm and several recent audio
watermarking strategies robust against the MP3 attack. We can
classify watermarking methods in two groups.
1- Low Capacity These methods [2], [3], [4], [9], [16], [22],
[23], [24] provide low capacity, payload about a few hundred bits per second, usually acceptable transparency and
robust against some attacks. Ref. [2] proposes a very robust, very low capacity and high distortion scheme. Ref.
[4] measures distortion through the mean opinion score
(MOS), which is a subjective measurement, and achieves
transparency between imperceptible and perceptible but
. The scheme described in [4]
not annoying,
and the system proposed in this paper lead to high capacity and low distortion but they are not as robust as the
low-capacity method described in [2]. Ref. [22] proposes a
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT WATERMARKING ALGORITHMS

method based on cochlear delay characteristics that is robust against MPEG compression and resampling. Ref. [23]
presents a very robust scheme against resampling and compression but it has a very low capacity (7–30 bps). The
quality of marked signal is source-dependent. I.e. for some
audio signals the quality of the marked signal is good and
for others is signiﬁcantly low. Speech applications and
codecs are considered in [24]. In [24], the distortion introduced to the marked signal is slightly annoying, capacity is
very low and robustness is achieved against compression
attacks. Recently, Ref. [16] presents a very fast method
which uses the Fourier transform. The embedding capacity
is low, 64 bits per second, but the scheme is very robust
against several attacks.
2- High Capacity These methods [5], [6], [10], [11], [12] provide high capacity solutions for audio watermarking. Payload is about a few thousands bps, transparency and robustness against different attacks are properties of these systems. Ref. [5], which was proposed by the authors of this
paper, has a remarkable performance in the different properties, but the scheme proposed in this paper can manage
the needed properties better, since there are two useful adjustable parameters. The methods [6], [10], [11], [12], also
proposed by the authors of this paper, have high capacity
but they are not too robust against attacks compared with
the scheme proposed in this paper. In [6], only the MP3
attack was evaluated.
In fact, the most valuable achievement of the proposed
scheme is robustness against very difﬁcult attacks such as
Echo, ﬁltering and noises. Ref. [12] and the scheme suggested
in this paper are robust against MP3-64, but Ref. [12] provides
512 bps, half the capacity of the proposed scheme.
This comparison proves the superiority in both capacity and
imperceptibility of the suggested method with respect to other
techniques in the literature, and in robustness as schemes with
similar capacity/imperceptibility are concerned. This is particularly relevant, since the proposed scheme can embed much more
information and, at the same time, introduces less distortion in
the marked ﬁle.
In short, the proposed scheme achieves higher capacity if we
compare it to methods with similar robustness and impercepti-

bility, and more robustness and imperceptibility if we compare
it to methods with similar capacity.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, a high-capacity transparent watermarking
system for digital audio, which is robust against common audio
signal processing attacks and the Stirmark Benchmark for
audio, is presented. The suggested method guarantees that the
maximum change of each FFT sample is less than 61% (for
typical values of FFT samples) and the average error for each
sample is 25%. The frame size and the selected frequency band
are the two adjustable parameters of this system that determine the capacity, the perceptual distortion and the robustness
trade-off of the system accurately. Furthermore, the suggested
scheme is blind, since it does not need the original signal for
extracting the hidden bits. The experimental results show that
this method has a high capacity (700 bps to 3 kbps) without
) and provides
signiﬁcant perceptual distortion (ODG about
robustness against common signal processing attacks such as
echo, added noise, ﬁltering or MPEG compression (MP3) even
with rates as low as 64 kbps. In addition, the proposed method
clearly overcomes the robustness results of recent methods that
can be compared with it in terms of capacity.
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